PROTECTION PLAN
Start protecting America’s connected
drivers from Identity Theft !
Car Dealer Beneﬁts was created to give car dealerships an identity theft
protection product that provides an added value service to their clients. Car
Dealer Benefits offers industry leading Identity Theft Resolution and Restoration
backed by an insurance policy from AIG...covering millions of American's for
over a decade.
Car Dealer Benefits’ understands that Connected Cars and the IoT will be driving
the consumer experience for all car manufacturers. This level of convenience
and connectivity also comes with additional privacy risks. Your dealership has
the opportunity to offer identity theft services to their consumers.

Call Us Today!

1-888-653-9925

cardealerbenefits.com

Identity Theft Coverage for the Connected Car
Unlimited Recovery

Unlimited access to our team of fraud resolution specialists. Each specialist is an experienced
fraud representative and has been trained under the fair credit reporting act (FCRA). Each
specialist is educated on and familiar with prohibited “collection ” activities under the fair debt
credit protection act.

Unlimited Restoration

We assist in restoring consumer’s identity and/or financial reputation. Our specialists execute
the process through a limited power of attorney, mitigating some of the costly steps required
to properly dispute fraudulent debts as a result of identity theft, and documenting actions
taken during the resolution process; including all required document preparation.

WiFi Guard

This is an essential tool in ID Theft Restoration and Recovery in today’s connected
environment

Tax Fraud Assistance

Through our staffed CPA’s and Enrolled Agents, and via Power of Attorney, we are able to help
victims of tax fraud by working directly on their behalf with the IRS.

$25K Insurance (AIG)

Up to $25,000 in expense reimbursement coverage with a zero deductible for certain fraudrelated expenses, such as lost wages as a result of time off work, reasonable attorney’s fees for
defense costs for specific civil suits, notary and certified mailing costs for completing fraud
affidavits, along with many other expenses that are related to the recovery of your identity.

Identity Theft Statistics
Identity theft is the

fastest growing crime

An identity is stolen

every 2 seconds.

in America.

Identity theft tops the list of
consumer complaints filed with the
FTC for the last 16 consecutive years.

Average financial loss
per identity theft is $7,761.

In 2016, 14 million Americans were victims of identity theft.
Financial losses attributed to id theft totaled $16 billion.

